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 When i open the app the wifi goes down and it logs me out immediately I have to reopen the app for it to start working again.
This only happened when i connected to a new wifi and for no apparent reason it did it for me after 2 days of working with my
laptop. Anyone know what is going on? A: The problem is a result of the Miroik service for mikrotik winbox 2.2.18 To fix the
issue open the service manager (Applications/Services/Mikrotik Winbox) and disable the Miroik service Q: Finding a specific
line of code Is there a way in Linux to find a specific line of code in a.conf file and replace all the instances of the line with a

string? Like this: sed -r '/pattern/{s/a/b/g}' file Example: $ cat file soup1,alpha soup2,beta soup3,gamma $ sed -r
'/soup3/{s/soup3/soup4/g}' file soup4,gamma If you are on a debian based Linux, you can do this: sed -i '/soup3/r

my_new_config_file' /path/to/original_config_file I like this version as it does not change any of the lines in the original file
that do not have the pattern specified (i.e. the lines with a string soup3) you can try grep -rl "string". if you have multiple files

and want to replace a string in each of them. I found this answer and it worked for me. Mr. Trump would not admit what nearly
all of his liberal opponents have been saying for months: that he is not a natural-born citizen. He can always have his certificate
of naturalization amended to remove the word "citizen" — as many previous presidents have done. But he should just come out

and say that he is not a citizen. He can and should release the letter from the clerk of the Federal Election Commission that
certified his January 6, 1995, application for the New York City residence he 82157476af
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